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The ZEROcarbon roadmap is a result of strategic studies involving more than 80
leading national and local energy experts through a 12 month period. Two publications
are publicly available (in Danish) on www.projectzero.dk. In the Masterplan 2029 the
experts share their best ideas of how to make this vision reality.
The Roadmap for 2010-2015 is an action plan focusing on the wisest efforts until
2015, when CARBON emissions shall be reduced by 25% compared to 2007.
Sonderborg Municipality, covering an area of 500 km2 and beautifully located at
the sea in the South of Denmark close to the German border, has 77.000 citizens.
Sonderborg has in recent years developed into a right Green Business valley focused
on energy efficiency-, district heating- and renewable-technologies like Photovoltaic
and Hydrogen systems.
Danfoss (www.danfoss.com) with app. 26.000 global employees is an important
driver for Bright Green BusinessTM.
Sonderborg has also comprehensive farming focused on pigs, consulting and equipment. Making farming ZEROcarbon is both a challenge and an opportunity.
Learning, education and science - from Kindergarten to PhD - play a vital role in
transforming Sonderborg to a vibrant ZEROcarbon community.

Sonderborg
The European Commission awarded in 2010 ProjectZero the European price-winner
of Sustainable Energy Communities.
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Sonderborg CAN achieve ZEROcarbon

No later than 2029 the Sonderborg-area should
be a ZEROcarbon growth area.
This will be achieved through substantial energy
efficiency improvements and a change of energy
supply to the area’s own renewable energy sources. We will create a living exploratorium of dynamic energy systems. When we succeed in these
ambitious goals, we will experience growth and
attract great attention to our area.
The Sonderborg-area will be a pioneer for sustainable climate mindset. Being ahead of the
external demands will be of benefit to us and

smart climate solutions that we all can integrate

will strengthen our businesses.

into our daily life at home and in business operations.

The world around us will change radically in the
coming years. Due to the climate change, we will

As an area we have the potential because we

experience increased political focus on climate

have a great concentration of technology and

solutions, increasing demands and tougher mea-

knowledge-intensive enterprises to carry out

sures for individuals and companies. New high

the best solutions. But for the individuals, shop

carbon taxes, increasing energy prices, will most

owners or farmers it is about the solutions that

likely be a result of this.

pay back within a short period of time. We should
therefore raise awareness of sustainability in all

As an area, we are a part of a global society and

age groups; create knowledge and skills to sup-

a coherent energy system. As ProjectZero board

port a ZEROcarbon development in Sonderborg-

of directors, we therefore feel responsible for

area across geography, knowledge and age.

finding solutions that can work anywhere in the
world. Solutions that the area’s local businesses

The ZEROcarbon roadmap will serve us as a

can give advice on in Denmark as well as other

guide to make climate wise choices. The Board of

countries.

Directors invites everyone to join. A prospective
solution requires interaction among all citizens,

During the last year, 80 leading Danish energy

businesses, educational institutions, utilities and

experts and local specialists from the municipality,

the municipality.

businesses and energy/utility companies created
a unique overview of the area’s carbon emissions

The coming years will be dedicated to creating

and calculated the most efficient way to achieve

partnerships and relationships with everyone who

carbon neutrality.

can see the advantages of wise climate solutions
and help to put action behind the words.

Many different efforts will make this goal achievable. Some efforts are large and challenging and

Let us act together NOW.

require significant investments. Our success will
depend on the best companies, the municipality
and national laws, regulations and financial sup-

Peter M. Clausen,

port. In addition to this we should add the many

Chairman, The Project Zero Foundation
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Sonderborg 2029:
A Sustainable Growth Area
By 2029, the Sonderborg-area will be a self-sufficient area with renewable energy.

• A dynamic energy system, where the interaction
between energy consumption and production is
performed with maximum efficiency and the

Based on significant energy efficiency improve-

prices are flexible due to the quantity of energy

ments the energy consumption will be 38% lower

available.

than today and climate solutions will be the driving
force for the new growing businesses.

An Energy Efficient Society
The ZEROcarbon Roadmap focuses on substantial

With the vision fulfilled, the Sonderborg-area

energy efficiency improvements by energy/utility

will be a role model for other areas that want to

companies, businesses, citizens and the munici-

create a sustainable, ZEROcarbon future. Three

pality. The goal is to reduce energy consumption

leading stars guide the strategy toward 2029 and

by 38%. It will make the Sonderborg-area an

show the direction toward which the Sonderborg-

energy efficiency front-runner. We should pick the

area should move, if sustainability and economic

low hanging fruits, and exploit the natural replace-

growth should go hand in hand:

ment of appliances and current renovations by
introducing large and small climate wise solutions.

• Energy efficiency improvements that will strengthen the competitiveness of the business enter-

All new building construction in the area is expec-

prises and reduce the energy costs for the

ted to be ZERO+ constructions by 2029, where

citizens

all new buildings produce their own energy and in

• Multi-renewable energy supply based on local

this way are self-sufficient in terms of both elec-

resources of renewable energy and supplemen-

tricity and heat.

ted by electricity from offshore wind turbines

This is already the case in Sonderborg today with
the SIB ZERO+ house that by 2029 will get
“siblings” around the area. All public buildings
are also expected to be built with a better
energy efficiency standard than required by
the current Danish building code.
The change to a ZEROcarbon growth area
is estimated in the short term to create
both social and private economic value.
This also applies to the initiatives on the way
to 2015 that are described on page 8-9.
In the longer term it is estimated that the rising
prices for coal, oil, natural gas and the future
carbon quotas can justify further investments
in energy efficiency, wind turbine parks and the
change to a carbon-neutral transport system.
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Own Renewable Energy Sources
The goal for 2029 is that the area’s energy is supplied by a local renewable energy, supplemented
by offshore wind energy to the extent that is
necessary to achieve the goal to become a ZEROcarbon area. Approximately 55% of all homes are
equipped with a green district heating, which is
based on geothermal, biomass, biogas or solar
heat. In rural areas large biogas plants convert
farmers manure to energy. Waste, wind turbines
and solar panels supply the area`s electricity.
Farmers produce energy crops that are transformed into biogas/bioethanol and used in the transportation that cannot be based on electricity.

Exploratorium arouses international interest
In 2029 the Sonderborg-area will be an exploratorium demonstrating a dynamic energy system
that has managed to solve the challenges associated with converting energy infrastructure from
the traditional one-way carbon based energy
systems to a more dynamic and intelligent renewable based system. Each citizen and company
has the opportunity to organize its own energy
consumption based on price and supply. Today
there are already installed remote power meters in
all Sonderborg homes and businesses. By 2029
this is exploited efficiently, so that everything from
laundry to the production starts, when energy is
cheapest, and the availability is on its peak.
The municipality’s and large companies’ electric
car parks and the private front-runners with electric vehicles secure that the excess energy can
be stored and used. An underground warehouse
located in the Sonderborg-area secures the
storage of the excess electricity from offshore
wind turbines near the island of Als.
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Sonderborg’s present Carbon Footprint

According to a comprehensive analysis of the
whole area’s energy consumption, a citizen in the

The ZEROcarbon goal

Sonderborg-area emits today 8.8 tons of carbon

The goal of ProjectZero is to make the entire Son-

on average. 82% of the energy comes from fossil

derborg-area ZEROcarbon by 2029 in relation to

fuels, but a large untapped potential of renewable

all energy-related purposes, including road trans-

energy sources can take over. At the same time

portation. Energy imported from outside the muni-

it is necessary to make energy consumption more

cipality should also be ZEROcarbon and there-

efficient in close cooperation among citizens, busi-

fore come from wind turbines or other renewable

nesses, the municipality and the farmers.

energy sources. Imports and direct emissions of
greenhouse gases from agriculture and waste

A mapping of the area’s carbon emissions shows

sites are not included in the energy balance

that there is a need for an active effort from the

calculation.

entire area to achieve the goal of ZEROcarbon.
With the current energy sources and energy consumption the Sonderborg-area’s carbon emissions
are 674,022 tons per year (2007 baseline).
This corresponds to 8.8 tons per citizen annually.
Carbon emission sources analyzed
The extensive analysis has mapped all sources of
Sonderborg carbon emissions.
In 2007 82% of all energy consumption came

This includes:
Per citizen 8.8 tons of carbon emission

from fossil fuels, 10% came from renewables and
8% was imported from outside the municipality in

Lighting, appliances and

the form of electricity.

electronics 11%

The chart on this page shows that when the energy
consumption is distributed, heating of buildings
and hot water are the main sources of carbon

Heating 32%

emissions. 32% of carbon emissions comes from
production of heating and hot water, 11% comes
from energy for lighting, appliances and electronics, 30% comes from manufacturing and the
remaining 27% comes from transportation.
Manufacturing 30%

Transportation 27%
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Solutions created in cooperation

Sonderborg-areas’s Energy Potentials

The analysis of carbon emissions also shows

It is the experts’ estimation that the Sonderborg-

that everybody in the Sonderborg-area should be

area’s way to ZEROcarbon - The ZEROCarbon

proactive and participate to achieve the goal.

Roadmap, is to be driven by the following:

As the chart on this page shows, the industrial

• Significant potential within local biogas, biomass

enterprises now represent 27% of carbon emis-

and geothermal energy

sions in the area. Citizens` energy consumption
accounts for 25%, while agriculture accounts for
8%. Private trade and services account for 6%

• Significant potential for energy efficiency in
businesses and utilization of waste heat

and the public sector for 7% of the area’s carbon
emissions.

• Strong support from businesses and the

The carbon emissions that account for the remai-

municipality

ning 27% come from cars and other vehicles that
use gasoline and diesel. These emissions are a
major common challenge.

• Close public-private cooperation with
ProjectZero that spreads best practice solutions
• Focus on learning about energy and climate in
all educations that can foster new solutions and

The carbon emissions by segments

Private trade
and services 6%

secure builders and consultants the best skills

Agriculture 8%

Road transportation 27%
Municipality
and region 7%
The area’s affect on climate
With significantly lower energy consumption in
Sonderborg, the area will affect the European politicians to reduce carbon quotas, which currently
regulate the energy production in the EU.
This in return would lead to higher prices for carbon quotas, making energy optimizations and
energy production based on renewable energy
sources competitive with continued consumption

Housing 25%

Industrial
companies 27%

of fossil fuels.
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The Roadmap to 2015

Towards 2015 the first visible goals for ZEROcarbon Sonderborg should be achieved.

The Sonderborg-area is ready to go all
the way

Active involvement of citizens, businesses and close
co-operation with the utility companies should
lead to a reduction of carbon emissions by 25%
compared with the situation 2007. With this objective in mind the experts have identified the main
key efforts that in the short term should result in
the greatest reduction of carbon emissions.

There is no single pixie dust formula when it
comes to creating a carbon neutral area. The
Sonderborg-area has a clear potential to achieve
the goal, being focused on a strong public-private
partnership and wide cooperation. Businesses in
the area have sufficient knowledge and maintain
a leading position, and we as advisors reap the
benefits from expertise

The following goals should be achieved in 2015:
Hans-Martin Friis Moller,
• The first important steps towards a green energy supply are carried out in the form of geother-

Division Director, Environment, Water & Energy
Grontmij | Carl Bro.

mal energy, biogas plants, solar heat and new
wind turbines
• Carbon emissions from building heating are
reduced by half
• Carbon emissions from energy for lighting and
appliances are reduced by 28% in trade, services and in private households
• The industry has reduced the energy consumption by 5%, and brick factories use biogas as an
energy source
It requires knowledge, motivation and the right
skilled people to achieve the goal.
Therefore, ProjectZero will focus on the following
actions:
The reduction of carbon emissions from
the heat consumption in rural areas by half
SYD ENERGI, DONG Energy, Danfoss and the
area’s electricians are invited to implement the
local campaigns that motivate people in rural areas
to replace electric stoves, oil and natural gas
burners with heat pumps. Public financial support
arrangements should be included.

Green district heating
The transition to renewable energy in district
heating production should be promoted, and the
district heat should be spread to as many households as possible in urban areas.
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Energy efficiency improvements in
businesses
The ProjectZero Company will help shops and
businesses to prioritize energy efficiency, gain
new learning and spread good examples with
Wind turbines
The on-shore wind turbine capacity should be

professional programs like the ZEROshop and the
ZEROcompany programs.

doubled to four large new wind turbines. The 21
existing wind turbines should be replaced as they
are worn out. Local and national investors should

shop

be introduced to the opportunities for new offshore

Committed to a carbon
neutral Sonderborg

wind turbines that can provide the Sonderborgarea with ZEROcarbon electricity. These can be
located in the coastal area south of island Als.

Energy retrofit of buildings
There is a huge saving potential in energy-retrofit
of buildings. The Sonderborg municipality has
decided that all new buildings should be built in low
energy class 1, and at the same time is engaged
in low energy retrofit of their own buildings. Local
craftsmen and consultants should be trained and
involved, so they can offer the best possible
climate retrofit solutions for private house owners.

Ground testing for electric cars
The ProjectZero Company will invite ChooseEV,
Better Place and other interested parties to choose
the Sonderborg-area as one of their experimental
areas and the municipality will increase its number
of electric cars.

Two central biogas plants
Biomass and biogas by 2029 will be the primary
energy source in the area. In this context agricul-

Learning

ture is a main key partner. The first biogas plant

It is important to increase the general awareness

will be established by 2013 and the second by

of sustainability by all age groups. Climate should

2015.

be an integrated part of all educations from Kindergarten to PhD.
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Green heating is valuable

The Sonderborg-area should concentrate on a
significant change in the heat supply towards
2015.
The district heating networks should be extended

• The area of Vollerup has set up a solar heating
plant of 6,000 m2 that can deliver 2,736 MWh
per year.
• The Broager district heating Company has in

in the urban areas and the share of renewable

September 2009 established a solar heating

sources in production should be increased. In

plant of 10,000 m2.

rural areas the electric oven, oil and gas burners
should be currently replaced with heat pumps or

At the same time the district heating companies

biomass heating systems. Together, these actions

examine the possibilities for more renewable ener-

will contribute already in 2015 to more than half

gy sources like:

the goal of 25% carbon reductions.
• Geothermal plants with thermal input of 29 MW
The experts behind the ZEROcarbon Roadmap
have prioritized the renewal of heat supply as the
most important effort towards 2015. Today, there
are only 34% of the area’s buildings connected

in Sonderborg from 2011
• a Biogas plant in Glansager from 2013, which
mainly relies on the livestock manure
• a Biogas plant in Blans from 2015

to district heating. Buildings with straw and wood
heating represent 4% and buildings with heat

The Sonderborg District Heating Company is ready

pumps 1%.

to supply its area with green district heating.

The means to achieve this goal are based on
strong partnerships between the area’s district
heat suppliers and the municipality:

With the geothermal plant in place by 2011,
solar thermal plant in Vollerup and utilization of
biomass, we can deliver green district heating.

• establish a transmission pipe line connecting all

It is good for the climate.

existing district heating networks in the Sonder-

The societal calculations show that an expansion

borg-area

of and integration of the area’s district heating
networks is feasible. It makes us believe that it is

• establish new district heating networks along
the transmission pipe line
• 50% of buildings in urban areas that currently
use gas or oil heating should switch to the
district heating before 2015
Green district heating
The present district heating production is mainly
based on waste and fossil fuels. But several of the
district heating companies in the Sonderborg-area
are undergoing a shift to green district heating.
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also commercially viable. We are about to make
the final arrangements
Steffen Moe, CEO
Sonderborg District Heating Company.

One of the Sonderborg-area’s largest companies,

Heat pumps are the solution for rural areas

LINAK, has initiated a collaboration with utility

In the rural areas there are currently approx.

company SYD ENERGI and ProjectZero Company

12,500 buildings that use oil, natural gas and

that will map the company’s opportunities over

electric heating. The goal is that 50% of these

time to meet its energy needs 100% from renew-

buildings by 2015 have switched to fossil-free

able energy.

energy sources.
Heat pumps are the most climate-friendly heating
technology in the areas without district heating

We would like to contribute to the vision of

networks. The replacement should be done

the ZEROcarbon Sonderborg to the extent that it

through targeted campaigns from suppliers of

can be combined with a sensible business. Bio-

heat pumps and requests to the village and lan-

gas is of interest to us because we can support

downer associations for the common purchase,

the area’s farmers at the same time

so prices for installation and purchase of heat
pumps could be reduced.

Bent Jensen, owner and CEO,
LINAK A/S.

Benefits from a heat pump
By replacing an oil burner with a heat pump,
an average household will save approx. € 140
on heating bills each month. The total installation cost of a heat pump is around € 12,000.
The Government has allocated funds, allowing
30,000 households to receive € 2,500 in
subsidy, if they replace their oil burner with a
heat pump.

Heating effort creates new green jobs
There will be a massive need for craftsmen
and consulting when 3,400 households in

Nordborg

urban areas will be connected to the district
heating network and 6,200 rural households
Guderup

will switch to heat pumps and fossil-free
heating before 2015. It requires a final decision
on the district heating network in urban areas

Augustenborg

and significant informative sales efforts in the
rural areas by the suppliers of heat pumps.

Høruphav
Sønderborg
Gråsten
Broager
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Bright Green Business

The participation of the area’s businesses is a

ambitious climate change strategy with the goal of

strong desire of the ProjectZero Company. It is

minimum 10% carbon reductions within a year.

Bright Green Business that creates the solutions
and identifies the new growth opportunities. Many

The participants in the program are offered marke-

companies can already now implement energy

ting materials, training and consulting on carbon

efficiency improvements that improve the bottom

emission mapping, development of climate stra-

line.

tegy and participation of employees.
20 ZEROcompanies have been trained so far.

The goal of the ProjectZero vision is that the com-

The initiative was developed by the ProjectZero

panies before 2015 reduce energy consumption

Company in collaboration with the Enervision

by 5% and at the same time start phasing out the

(energy consulting company) and EUC-Syd

use of fossil fuels energy sources. The 234 indus-

(vocational training college).

trial companies in the Sonderborg-area account

All other companies that are willing to publish a

today for 27% of the area’s carbon emissions.

climate pledge on specific initiatives can name

The companies have some of the most profitable

themselves ZEROambassadors.

energy efficiency potentials that can be implemented with a short payback time.

Learning is being offered
It can be a challenge for many companies to put
more focus on energy efficiency improvements
alongside the daily operation. Therefore the ProjectZero Company offers learning and sharing of
knowledge across the companies. All companies
in the area have the opportunity to promote themselves as a ZEROcompany, if they establish an

All our employees are involved in reducing
carbon emissions by 15% within a year.
Enthusiasm among them generates lots of good
ideas. We have sent our staff on standby-hunting

It is very much about creating business
through a global proven climate effort that we can

with forehead lamps, which was great fun for
everyone

use in dialogue with our customers and in that
way can help to put intelligent lighting control even
more into focus as a quick and efficient way to

Susanne Schou,

energy savings

Deputy Manager,
Helsam, a ZEROcompany.

Per Eggen, Marketing Manager
Servodan, a ZEROcompany.

Implementation
Follow up
Climate strategy
The Carbon
Disclosure
Project
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Analysis of
the carbon
emissions

Participation
and Branding

go ZERO

A ZEROcarbon
Sonderborg

We need to reduce our use of fossil fuels,

Energy Efficiency improvements
The DFT-Presswork company, now a ZERO-

as the climate cannot tolerate a continuous strain.

company, carries out a significant energy efficiency

The electricity system with green power and ener-

improvement in their production. In total, the

gy optimizations will become the main challenge

company has invested € 400,000 in energy-saving

of the future energy supply, but somebody needs

measures, which yields a saving of 2,490,000

to be a front-runner. Together with Danfoss, the

KWh of electricity per year.

Sonderborg Municipality and other Sonderborg
companies, we can develop the best and most
intelligent energy solutions. ProjectZero will therefore be a core part of our green agenda

We have invested in heat recovery equipment, where the hot air from the engines heats

Niels Duedahl, CEO,

the fresh air from outside,

SYD ENERGI
(The regional Energy Company).

says the owner, Mogens Hordum Sorensen.
It is expected that the equipment will provide
a reduction of almost 42% of the company’s
carbon emissions.

Cleantech in the Sonderborg-area

We have well-tested solutions that with
small investments can yield good energy savings.

Already today, there are 29 Cleantech compa-

There is a great potential for growth through the

nies that focus on green energy production,

dissemination of technologies for climate and

intelligent energy management and production

energy efficiency. Danfoss is ready and prepared.

of Cleantech solutions. Additionally, there are

When we invest in development of products and

4 consulting companies and 23 installation

technologies, the energy efficiency is a key priority

companies. Danfoss, the Sonderborg Munici-

and we are one of the world’s leading knowledge

pality and Development Council Southern

centers when it comes to

Jutland have in collaboration with the Region

energy efficiency

Southern Denmark and Southern Denmark
Growth Forum taken the initiative to form an

Kim Fausing,

energy efficiency business cluster, focused on

Chief Operating Officer,

creating world class energy efficient solutions.

Danfoss A/S.

RÅDGIVENDE INGENIØRER A/S
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The municipality as a front-runner

As the area’s largest employer, the Sonderborg

pality has rebuilt a school, built a kindergarten

Municipality with its ambitious climate strategy is

“Children Universe” and supported the re-develop-

both a role model and an initiator for the area and

ment of a sports center “Fryndesholmhallen” - all

a main key partner of ProjectZero. The municipa-

construction projects are built in high energy class.

lity itself accounts for approx. 5% of the area’s
carbon emissions.

Employees engaged in climate
The Sonderborg Municipality has a unique role

The municipality is a key player in the develop-

as the employer of 7,700 employees. Everyone

ment of the area. In 2008 the city council has

has been involved in saving energy. All municipal

adopted an energy policy/strategy with ambitious

service managers have completed climate training

targets for both area and the municipality itself.

and all municipal institutions have been reviewed
by an energy consultant. The municipality’s 5000

Massive energy efficiency improvements

light bulbs have been changed at the same time - it

in progress

gives an annual saving of € 55,000 and 150 tons of

The city council is leading with their own buildings

carbon. During 2009 municipal employees actively

and requirements for new building constructions.

participated in the goZERO climate campaign,

The municipality has allocated funds equivalent to

where the whole area was part of a nationwide

€ 15 million to bring the 210 municipal buildings

energy competition on Danish national television.

into a higher energy class than they are today.
There will be energy labeling for each building

The actions so far carried out, have a great

including an estimation of the saved energy, car-

overall impact. We have been waking up to the

bon emissions and associated cost. If the invest-

bad habits. Several locations have managed to

ment can be repaid within 10-20 years, the retrofit

reduce energy consumption by up to 20%

will be initiated.
Inge Olsen
Mid 2008 the Sonderborg Municipality implemen-

Chief Technology and

ted new local laws for constructions following

Environmental Officer,

the building code LE1. LE1 will be the national

Sonderborg Municipality.

building code by 2015. During 2009, the munici-
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The municipality as an active frame-setter
Sonderborg as a testing ground for

The municipality puts its fingerprints on the multi-

electric cars

ple local developments. It continues to focus on

The Sonderborg Municipality focuses on repla-

how the plans, rules and procedures support the

cing its car fleet with electric vehicles and keeps

ZEROcarbon Roadmap.

up-to-date with developments. In 2009 the

The municipality has made the using of public

municipality started leasing electric cars.

transport more attractive, as well as it has plan-

Driving patterns of many municipal cars are well

ned a major renovation of street lighting.

suited to electric cars that can run relatively

The municipality is about to finish a proposal for a

short distances each day and be charged

new municipal plan with climate as a key theme.

during the night.

The plan stresses that new homes should be built
in energy class LE1, even though it first becomes
a national standard by 2015. Municipal strategy
plan also shows the locations, where the establishment of wind turbines and biogas plants will

Bright Green Youth

take place.

August 2009 Sonderborg was a host to the international climate camp Bright Green Youth for 500

Furthermore, the municipality is about to finish

young people from around the world. Danfoss

“Heat plan Sonderborg”, which emphasizes renew-

Universe, ProjectZero and MS Action Aid Denmark

able energy and extension of district heating net-

were the organizers of this camp.

works covering the entire area. By doing this the

Bright Green Youth is a strategic partner with

municipality secures a steady reduction of the

Climate Consortium and is recognized by the

area’s carbon emissions.

UN’s climate campaign Seal the Deal. The young
people’s ideas were presented at COP15. The
Sonderborg Municipality was among the sponsors
and still supports smart climate solutions.

Pictures on this page, by: Jacob Dall
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The entire Sonderborg-area
fighting for the climate
The whole area should play an active role in order

Campaigns creates knowledge and solidarity

to achieve the goal of 25% less carbon emissions

Through meetings, events and campaigns Project-

by 2015. There are already many energetic role

Zero will meet citizens’ needs for advice and speci-

models among citizens, shops and also farmers.

fic economic examples of what is required.

The good examples should spread like rings in

Campaign goZERO succeeded in 2009 in making

water. The farmers are ready to deliver the renew-

the climate a hot conversational topic for many

able energy.

citizens. The ProjectZero Company will continue
to work on the strong cooperation with local asso-

Today the energy consumption of the households

ciations and businesses. goZERO will continue to

causes 25% of carbon emissions. Therefore it is

be a campaign name when it comes to a common

essential to arouse public interest in climate and

climate action.

energy renovations.
Climate-friendly shops
100 families as role models

Trade and service today account for 6% of the

During 2009, 100 ZEROfamilies have been enga-

area’s carbon emissions. It is possible for many

ged in integrating the climate wise solutions in

shops to make great savings in energy consump-

their everyday lives. At the turn of the year the

tion. All shops in the area can, for a rather small

ZEROfamilies’ electricity consumption has been

amount of money, get their energy consumption

reduced by 30% and water consumption by 50%.

mapped. All shops that make energy savings cor-

Now, the experiences gained by the ZEROfamily

responding to 10% of their energy consumption

program will be spread to all households in the

from the previous year, can brand themselves a

Sonderborg-area.

ZEROshop.

It has become a sport to us. The washing
machine is now on a saving program and the standby power is off. And these many small actions

During 2009 we have saved approx. 35%
on electricity bills,

actually make a big difference. If the entire Sonder
borg-area did the same, it would be fantastic,

-says Merete Lund Brock, the real estate agent

says Pia Brammann

from HOME Sonderborg, now a ZEROshop.

a ZEROfamily member.
Shops are also crucial for advising citizens when
buying new climate-friendly appliances and electronics.

shop
Committed to a carbon
neutral Sonderborg
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The ZEROcarbon village communities in

As farmers, we have a great interest in

progress

creating a ZEROcarbon Sonderborg. Onshore

The local village associations are already today invol-

wind turbines are an important energy source.

ved in creating solid climate solutions.

We are ready to invest in new wind turbines, if we
get the opportunity. A stronger focus on carbon

With support from the municipality we will

neutrality also means that profits from the wind

develop unique ZEROcarbon and sustainable

turbines are approaching profitability, similar to

solutions for our village. We will clean our own

Germany’s

sewage, build our own wind turbines and with
solar cells, solar heat and wood from the forest

Peter Bertram,

we will become self-sufficient with renewable

farmer and wind turbine owner.

energy. Heat pumps instead of oil burners are a
matter of course
Arland Nissen, chairman,
Osterholm village
community.

The farmers are ready to deliver the future
green energy
There is a great potential and a great interest in
delivering future green energy from agriculture.
Biomass is the largest source of renewable energy
in the Sonderborg-area. Agriculture is ready to
contribute when business models are mapped
and the economy is secured. The farmers are also
ready to install new onshore wind turbines.

Already from 2013 it will be profitable
to exploit 50% of the manure from the area’s
livestock. Additionally, it is a significant opportunity for energy crops cultivation towards 2029.
Furthermore, there is a great opportunity for
generating electricity from solar cells, which can
be placed on farm buildings and land areas
Peder Damgaard,
superintendent,
Grasten Landbrugsskole
(School of Agriculture).
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Climate Competencies and Learning

Our knowledge and creativity are essential for the

Training of craftsmen

success of the ProjectZero vision. Learning about

The building and construction industry play a vital

climate, energy efficiency and renewable energy

role when energy consumption should be reduced.

sources at all levels from kindergarten to PhD is

Therefore, we should train craftsmen to support

essential for the creation of a ZEROcarbon growth

the efforts in making buildings with a better energy

area. The climate teaching should be an inte-

class.

grated part of all teaching in the area.
The Sonderborg-area should be in front of the

Craftsmen’s advice is vital when citizens

future energy challenge. Therefore, energy effici-

retrofit their houses. We will train craftsmen, so

ency learning/skills are an important part of the

they provide the best possible one-to-one advice

ZEROcarbon Roadmap. The following actions are

and cooperate with each other to make climate-

scheduled:

friendly buildings

• Increased general awareness of sustainability in

Hans Lehmann, vice president, EUC Syd

all age groups and bigger comprehensive techni-

(vocational college).

cal knowledge and learning
Excited children and climate creativity
• Knowledge and skills of climate smart solutions

In public schools climate already creates ent-

at all educational levels such as craftsmen

husiasm among students. The House of Science

training and vocational college educations

program is a collaboration between the Sonder-

means that we can create solutions locally and

borg Municipality, Danfoss Universe, ProjectZero

then sell our knowledge

and the area’s high schools that links business,
research, development and education - from

• Further training of the workforce and unem-

kindergarten to PhD together.

ployed, helps to transform the vision of
sustainable growth into everyday practice
• Research and development of solutions,
sustainable growth and learning shall be even
stronger in the future
Research should come into focus
University of Southern Denmark and ProjectZero have in collaboration with local businesses
created new solar cell technology competencies.
The cooperation is already growing. The Nanofiber company has, in close collaboration with the
Mads Clausen Institute, developed new nanotechnology materials that are expected to be a significant part of the future solar cells.
The materials should be a part of small transparent and flexible solar cells that in a few years can
be placed in the windows to provide power for
indoor lighting
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Children have different interpretation and
a unique ability to come up with new ideas. They
may come with climate solutions. I believe that
the continuous involvement of children and young
people will give a great local benefit in the long
term. It is about making teaching exiting and relevant and avoiding scare stories
Maj-Britt Hallum Bendtsen, teacher, Dybbol School.

The ZEROcarbon Roadmap is divided into seven phases, each with its own focuses. The implementation
takes place when the technologies are available and market conditions make it economically viable.
ProjectZero will focus on continued energy efficiency improvements and the involvement of as many
partners as possible.

Plan Phases

2013-2015

2016-2018

2022-2024

- 75%

2019-2021

2025-2027

Focus areas

Continuous energy efficiency improvements,
where possible

- 25%

2010-2012

Carbon
reductions

UÊ Ý«>ÃÊ>`ÊÌiÀViVÌÊvÊ`ÃÌÀVÌÊ i>Ì}ÊiÌÜÀÃ
UÊ/ iÊÃ vÌÊÌÊ}ÀiiÊ`ÃÌÀVÌÊ i>Ì}ÊÊÕÀL>Ê>Ài>ÃÊ
Ê >`Ê i>ÌÊ«Õ«Ã]ÊL>ÃÃÊ>`ÊÃ>ÀÊiiÀ}ÞÊÊÀÕÀ>Ê>Ài>ÃÊ
UÊ }>ÃÊÃÕ««ÞÊÌÊ *ÊVLi`Ê i>ÌÊEÊ«ÜiÀÊ«>ÌÃ®Ê>`ÊÊ`ÕÃÌÀÞÊ
UÊÃÌ>>ÌÊvÊvÕÀÊiÜÊÃ ÀiÊÜ`ÊÌÕÀLiÃÊ

UÊ iVÌÀVÌÞÊL>Ãi`ÊÌÀ>Ã«ÀÌÊÃÊÌÀ`ÕVi`Ê
UÊ }>ÃÊÃÊÌÀ`ÕVi`ÊÊÌ iÊÌÀ>Ã«ÀÌÊÃiVÌÀ
UÊ*6Ê«ÜiÀÊ«>ÌÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊ
UÊÃÌ>>ÌÊvÊvvÃ ÀiÊÜ`ÊÌÕÀLiÃÊ

UÊ*À`ÕVÌÊvÊLiÌ >ÊvÀÊÌÀ>Ã«ÀÌÊL>Ãi`ÊÊiiÀ}ÞÊVÀ«ÃÊ
UÊ ÝÌiÃÊvÊ*6ÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊ
UÊÃÌ>>ÌÊvÊvvÃ ÀiÊÜ`ÊÌÕÀLiÃÊ
UÊ iÜÊÌiV }iÃÊ`iÛi«i`Ê>`ÊÌiÃÌi`Ê

2028-2029

ZEROcarbon
achieved
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ProjectZero is the vision
of creating a ZEROcarbon
Sonderborg by 2029,
based on sustainable growth,
and the creation of many
new green jobs

The vision was created by the Think Tank Futura Syd in 2007.
The Bitten & Mads Clausen Foundation (Danfoss), SYD
ENERGI, the Sonderborg Municipality, DONG Energy and
Nordea Bank foundation established in summer 2007 the
ProjectZero Company.
The Nordea Bank Foundation, with a special donation in
2007 enabled the clarification of the ZEROcarbon Roadmap,
the ProjectZero Masterplan for 2029.

The ProjectZero Company invites for partnerships and
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collaboration.

